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Activity by members of parliament has been intense during the weeks of this Parliamentary recess. In 

what we mistily remember of normal times, MPs had overseas visits with a range of international 

assemblies. The Western European Union and NATO had parliamentary gatherings.  

They were established following an important speech in 1947 or 1948 by Ernest Bevin, then Labour 

foreign secretary. He had previously co-founded my TGWU and served for 18 years as its general 

secretary before becoming Churchill’s minister of labour in the war-time coalition government. 

He was capable of making up his own mind and sticking up for his and our point of view against anyone. 

He had opposed fascists and argued against appeasement. He disliked western communists: he thought 

them work shy intellectuals and resisted their infiltration of trade unions. His strategy was to work to 

bring America around to support for British policies. They helped us to start reducing trade barriers. 

NATO was important in creating the conditions that are associated with general peace in Europe and to 

the end of the Soviet empire.  

One of my first campaigns as MP was for the Women’s Campaign for Soviet Jewry, the 35s, those 

wonderful women in black, from 1970 to 1993 assisting Jews in Russia refused permission. I now no 

longer serve as a parliamentarian on the Council of Europe (not the EU) or lead the British at the OSCE 

PA.  

In place of that work, MPs and their small dedicated teams have been doing the best we can during four 

weeks of intense constituency work. One report suggests that instead of around 1,000 emails a day, there 

have been up to four times as many. There are automatic systems that filter many to be considered later 

if there is ever time. 

We try first to pick out the individual problems and concerns to deal with them first. People were 

stranded overseas. Some at home seem to have been missed from the list of those judged extremely 

vulnerable. The needs of particular groups, of individuals and of businesses have been pushed hard, 

directly to ministers in a variety of ways. I am grateful to constituents from Rustington to Worthing 

hospital and from every community from the coast to High Salvington for suggestions and for practical 

ideas. 

With West Sussex MP colleagues, I have joined regular briefings and Q & A sessions daily with ministers, 

weekly with the leadership of WSCC which works closely with the districts and boroughs, and as 

appropriate with the health providers. I am still pushing hard on points given to me by the most 

experienced nurses and by general practitioners and hospital doctors. 

Thursday nights are for clapping and gonging for the caring and NHS staff. This Tuesday has been for The 

Queen. I will have made a respectful though audible salute to replace the silenced 41 guns. We thank her 

for being the focus of voluntary service across our nation and throughout her reign. She is the steadfast 

central symbol of the civil services and the arms of the military.  

During her life, we have become more of a society together. We have opened life’s ceremonies to those 

without faith, so there are respectful humanists celebrants at namings, marriages and at funerals. This is 

not a challenge to followers of established faiths. 

Fellow Christians will join me in marking the start this Thursday of the month of Ramadan when our 

Muslims friends, colleagues and neighbours abstain in daylight from food and drink; it is a time for self-

reflection and self-evaluation. 

When this coming month has ended, let us all feel that we have together come through our challenges as 

best we can for each other and for ourselves. 


